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TITLE

Tiltrotor with double mobile wing

DESCRIPTION

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to the field of

convertiplanes .

In particular, the invention relates to a convertiplane

structure with propellers and wings rotating about its own

longitudinal axis.

Description of the prior art

Convertiplanes are known, i.e. aircrafts providing

tilting propellers, able to switch between a vertical-axis

configuration, where the aircraft, as an helicopter, can take

off and land vertically or stand in flight (hovering) , and a

horizontal-axis configuration with lifting wings, where the

propellers provide the thrust necessary to the motion,

similarly to the motors of a conventional aircraft.

In particular, there are convertiplanes providing the

sole rotation, or "tilting", of the propellers, or

convertiplanes providing both the tilting of the propellers

and of the wings, both in a coupled way and in an independent

way.

An example of this type of drones is shown in

US20110001020, where it is claimed a convertible aircraft, or



tiltrotor, having a fixed-wing flight mode and a rotary-wing

flight mode. The aircraft comprises a fuselage, two couples

of wings having aerodynamic cross section connected in tandem

to the fuselage and four tilting rotors arranged at the end

of the wings. Each rotor has a shaft and at least one blade

with an aerodynamic cross section that can rotate in a plane

normal to the shaft, independently of the other rotors. The

aircraft also comprises means for carrying out and for

blocking the rotation of each rotor, according to the flight

mode .

Another example of convertiplane wherein there is the

rotation both of the wings and of the propellers is shown in

ITTO20130249, wherein there is also a biplane configuration

having wing profiles joined at the ends, where the propellers

are located.

However, the solutions exposed above, as most of the

existing convertiplanes, provide a single large propeller for

each wing. Such propellers create a very high gyroscopic

effect compared to the mass of the aircraft, making it

difficult the rotation of the wings when passing between the

take-off configuration and gliding flight configuration. The

gyroscopic effect tends in fact to keep the blades of the

propellers in their initial plane of rotation in a way that

is directly proportional to the mass and to the length of the

blades itself. For this reason, if the mass of aircraft is



not sufficient, when it is carried out the rotation of the

wings the fuselage risks to rotate in a direction which is

opposite to wings.

Furthermore, the use of a single propeller for each

wing makes impossible the maneuverability of the aircraft in

case of failure of a motor, lowering the level of reliability

of the whole aircraft.

An aircraft apparently arranged to exceed the above

described drawback is the GL-10 Greased Lightning the NASA,

wherein a plurality of electric propellers for each wing is

provided. However the problems above exposed are not solved

for the tail of the aircraft.

Furthermore, both the GL-10 Greased Lightning both the

aircrafts shown in ITTO20130249 and in US20110001020, as well

as all the convertiplanes present in prior art, have an

aerodynamic efficiency very low in cruise phase, joined to a

low stability in maneuver phase. This can result a substantial

problem, especially in case that the aircraft is not a small

drone, but a plane single-seater or larger.

Summary of the invention

It is therefore a feature of the present invention to

provide a convertiplane having a high stability during the

wing tilting.



It is also a feature of the present invention to provide

a convertiplane that provides a high maneuverability,

especially in pitching phase.

It is a further feature of the present invention to

provide a convertiplane that provides a high reliability in

case of failure of the motors.

It is still a feature of the present invention to

provide a convertiplane that provides a high aerodynamic

efficiency and then low consumption in cruise phase.

These and other objects are achieved by a convertiplane

structure having a longitudinal axis x and a plane n

orthogonal to it, said structure comprising:

- a main wing arranged to rotate about at least one

transversal rotation axis y ;

- an auxiliary wing, which is located back with

respect to main wing, and arranged to rotate about at

least one transversal rotation axis y ' ;

- at least two main propellers located on the main

wing;

- at least two auxiliary propellers located on the

auxiliary wing (130);

whose main feature is that the auxiliary wing is located

at a vertical height higher than the main wing,

and that two vertical wings are also provided located

in such a way that the projections on the plane n of



the main wing, of the auxiliary wing and of the vertical

wings shape a closed polygon, thus reducing the induced

drag and increasing the overall aerodynamic efficiency.

The present invention thus provides to apply to a

convertiplane the aerodynamic configuration so-called "Best

Wing System", i.e. an aerodynamic system that shapes, in

frontal projection, a closed polygon. This allows the

convertiplane of the present invention to significantly

increase the flight range, as it increases the aerodynamic

efficiency and reduces the energy consumption.

Advantageously, on the main wing and on the auxiliary

wing are located, respectively, at least six main propellers

and at least six auxiliary propellers. Such particular

exemplary embodiment, increasing the number of propellers

with respect to the convertiplanes of the prior art, makes

it possible to install propellers with shorter blades. This

way, under a same propulsion demand, the propellers create a

lower gyroscopic effect, increasing the stability of the

fuselage during wings tilting.

In particular, the main propellers and the auxiliary

propellers are located, respectively, on the back of the main

wing and of the auxiliary wing, in order to create a

depression above the wings arranged to increase the lift. In

particular, the fact of having a plurality of propellers of

reduced size produces an increase of lift distributed and



uniform on the wings, maintaining low, at the same time, the

drag offered to the air flow.

Advantageously, a central fuselage is also provided

connected to main wing and arranged to contain a load and/or

a crew.

In particular, the vertical wings are connected to the

auxiliary wing at the lateral ends of the latter.

Advantageously, at least two elongated side elements

are provided, arranged to connect the vertical wings to main

wing, on which are arranged two auxiliary fuselages. This

way, it is possible to distribute the payload and the

structural weights (such as batteries, fuel, systems, etc.)

between the various fuselages, reducing the tensional status

of the wings.

In particular, the vertical wings are arranged to

connect the lateral ends of the main wing to the lateral ends

of the auxiliary wing. Such solution, connecting directly the

horizontal wings increases the structural resistance of the

aircraft .

Advantageously, the vertical wings are twisted in a

linear way, in order to have on the lower basis the same wing

profile of the main wing, rotated by 90°, and to have on the

upper basis the same wing profile of the auxiliary wing,

rotated by 90°. This way, it is maximized the aerodynamic

efficiency of the configuration "Best Wing System".



In particular, the ma wing comprises a fixed central

portion and two movable side portions arranged to rotate,

regardless of each other, about two transversal rotation axes

y -

In particular, the auxiliary wing comprises a fixed

central portion and two movable side portions arranged to

rotate, regardless of each other, about two transversal

rotation axes y ' .

Advantageously, at the fixed central portion of the

auxiliary wing a third vertical wing is provided having a

symmetric aerodynamic profile as cross section.

In particular, the main wing and/or the auxiliary wing

have a dihedral angle different from zero.

In particular, the main wing and/or the auxiliary wing

have a sweep angle different from zero.

In particular, the main wing and/or the auxiliary wing

have a taper ratio different from 1 .

Advantageously, the horizontal wings comprise end

portions that extend laterally beyond the vertical wings.

In particular, the vertical and horizontal wings shape

a closed rectangle in case of straight wings. They shape

instead an irregular hexagon in case of wings with dihedral

angle .

Advantageously, each vertical wing comprises:

- a front portion which is integrally connected to



the main wing;

- an intermediate portion pivotally connected to the

front portion by a first hinge;

- a rear portion pivotally connected to the

intermediate portion by a second hinge and to

auxiliary wing by a third hinge;

said vertical wing being configured in such a way that,

when the main wing rotates about its transversal

rotation axis y , the front portion rotates integrally

to the vertical wing and causes a rotation of the

intermediate portion, of the rear portion and of the

auxiliary wing by the constraints imposed by the hinges.

This way, the rotation of the main wing, through the

kinematical chain defined by the hinges, brings in rotation

also the auxiliary wing. In this exemplary embodiment,

therefore, it is possible to dispense the actuator that brings

in rotation the auxiliary wing, reducing the weight and the

encumbrance of the convertiplane .

Furthermore, in the vertical flight configuration the

intermediate portions of the vertical wings rest on the

ground, providing a support for convertiplane and avoiding

the weight and the encumbrance that would be given by a

dedicated landing gear.

In this exemplary embodiment, in case that a central

fuselage is provided, it comprises a fixed portion and a



movable portion pivotally connected to each other by a fourth

hinge. This way, when the main wing rotates about its

transversal rotation axis y , the movable portion rotates

about the fourth hinge in order to allow the vertical wing

to bring in rotation the auxiliary wing by the constraints

imposed by the hinges.

Brief description of the drawings

Further characteristic and/or advantages of the present

invention are more bright with the following description of

an exemplary embodiment thereof, exemplifying but not

limitative, with reference to the attached drawings in which:

- Fig. 1 shows, in perspective, an exemplary

embodiment of the convertiplane structure according

to the present invention;

- Fig. 2A shows a front view of the exemplary

embodiment of Fig. 1;

- Fig. 2B shows a plan view of the exemplary

embodiment of Fig. 1;

- Fig. 3A shows, in front view, an exemplary

embodiment where the wings have dihedral angle

different from zero;

- Fig. 3B shows, in plan view, the exemplary

embodiment where the wings have sweep angle different

from zero;

- Fig. 4A shows, in side view, an exemplary embodiment



of the convertiplane, in the horizontal flight

configuration, where the vertical wing comprises

three separable portions;

- Fig. 4B shows a plan view of the exemplary

embodiment of Fig. 4A;

- Fig. 5A shows a side view of the exemplary

embodiment of Fig. 4A in the vertical flight

configuration;

- Fig. 5B shows a plan view of the exemplary

embodiment of Fig. 5A.

Description of a preferred exemplary embodiment

With reference to Fig. 1 , in a preferred exemplary

embodiment, the convertiplane structure 100, according to the

invention, comprises a main wing 120 and an auxiliary wing

130.

In particular, the main wing 120 comprises a fixed

central portion 121 and two movable side portions 122 arranged

to rotate, regardless of each other, about two transversal

rotation axes y parallel to each other. Similarly, the

auxiliary wing 130 comprises a fixed central portion 131 and

two movable side portions 132 arranged to rotate, regardless

of each other, about two transversal rotation axes y ' parallel

to each other.

Defining the longitudinal axis x as the axis of the

convertiplane 100 in the conveying direction, the two



rotation axes y and y ' are substantially perpendicular to it.

In particular, the wings 120, 130 are adapted to switch between

a vertical configuration, during the take-off, the landing

and the stationing in flight, and a substantially horizontal

configuration, during the cruise.

Each of the two wings 120, 130 comprises at least two

propellers 220,230 arranged to provide the thrust to the

aircraft during the cruise and the lift during the take-off,

the landing and the stationing in flight. In particular, in

an exemplary embodiment of Fig. 1 a plurality of main

propellers 220 for main wing 120 and a plurality of auxiliary

propellers 230 for auxiliary wing 130 are provided.

With respect to a traditional configuration of the

prior art, where the propellers are normally in such a number

as to be very spaced apart, in the configuration of Fig. 1

the propellers 220,230 are 6 for each wing and are located

at the limit of the overlapping. This allows, under a same

power demand with respect to an aircraft of the prior art,

to have more propellers but with shorter blades, reducing the

gyroscopic effect generated. Such aspect is extremely useful

during the tilting of the wings 120,130 in order to switch

from the vertical configuration to the horizontal flight one,

since, during this operation a too high tenacity of the

gyroscopic axis risks to create strong instability to the



aircraft, arriving to the extreme possibility in which,

instead of the wing, it rotates the rest of the aircraft.

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention,

the propellers 220 comprise blades 225 and protections 226,

whereas the propellers 230 comprise blades 235 and

protections 236. The protections 226,236 allow to protect the

blades 225,235 from accidental impacts, and this aspect is

useful especially in case of remotely actuated aircrafts.

Furthermore, providing to the blades 225,235 appropriate

aerodynamic profiles, the protections 226,236 allow to

realize ducted propellers, which have higher performances

than the open propellers, especially at low speeds.

Fig. 1 shows furthermore the presence of two vertical

wings 140 located at the ends 135 of the auxiliary wing 130.

With reference even to Fig. 2A, considering a plane n

orthogonal to axis x , the present invention provides that the

two wings 140 are located in such a way that the projections

of the wings 120, 130, 140 in the plane n shape a closed

polygon, in particular a rectangle in an exemplary embodiment

of Fig. 1 . This way, the induced drag of the wings 120 and

130 is very reduced, increasing the overall aerodynamic

efficiency.

More in detail, the aerodynamic configuration realized

by the present invention refers to the so-called

"PrandtlPlane" configuration, in which it is introduced the



concept of "Best Wing System", of L . Prandtl, i.e. a system

constituted by two horizontal wings and two vertical wings in

order to form a box in front view. In the above described

aerodynamic configuration, the induced speed is constant

along the horizontal wings, while it is identically zero on

the vertical wings. As said, then, this configuration

ensures, under a same weight and wing opening, the minimum

induced drag among all the possible lifting systems.

With reference to Fig. 1 , in an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention a central fuselage 110 is provided

connected before the main wing 120, and in particular to the

fixed central portion 121. In this configuration, the

auxiliary wing 130 allows stabilizing the central fuselage

110 during the rotation of the wings 120,130 and during the

various flight maneuvers.

Still with reference to Fig. 1 , in an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention two elongated side

elements 150 are provided that connect the lower base of the

vertical wings 140 with the lateral ends of the main wing

120, in order to increase the structural resistance of the

aircraft .

Furthermore, on the elongated side elements 150 can be

arranged two auxiliary fuselages 150' that allow to

distribute the payload and the structural weights, such as,

for example, batteries, fuel, plants or other. The



distribution of the load allows to lighten both the fuselage

110 both the horizontal wings 120,130, reducing the tensions

to which they are subjected both due to aerodynamic forces

and for the rotation about axes y and y ' .

The present invention provides also an exemplary

embodiment in which only the auxiliary fuselages 150' and not

the central fuselage 110 are provided. Such configuration is

particularly interesting when the convertiplane 100 is used

as remote-controlled drone, with no pilot on board.

In a further exemplary embodiment, not shown in the

figures, the horizontal wings 120,130 can be both biplane.

The connection between the auxiliary wing 130 and the

vertical wings 140 can be made by means of juncture that

connect the rods about which the wings 130, 140 carry out the

rotations.

With reference to Fig. 3A, wings 120 and 130 may have

a dihedral angle. The polygon which the projections of the

wings 120,130,140 shape in the plane n , in this case, is an

irregular hexagon. Furthermore, the transversal rotation axes

y and y ' are not parallel to each other, but intersecting.

With reference to Fig. 3B, wings 120, 130 may have a

sweep angle, usually with a limited value due to low speed

of this kind of aircraft. In this case the polygon which the

projections of the wings 120,130,140 shape in the plane n

remains a rectangle and there are no variations in the



aerodynamic efficiency with respect to the configuration of

Fig. 1 .

In the figures 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention is shown wherein each vertical wing

140 comprises a front portion 141, an intermediate portion

142 and a rear portion 143.

In particular, the front portion 141 is integrally

connected to the main wing 120, whereas the rear portion 143

is pivotally connected to the auxiliary wing 130 by the hinge

C . The intermediate portion 142 is then pivotally connected

to the front portion 141 and the rear portion 143 by means,

respectively, of the hinges A and B .

Furthermore, the central fuselage 110 comprises a fixed

portion 111 and a movable portion 112, hinged to the fixed

portion 111 by the hinge D , which can comprise one or more

aerodynamic surfaces that can work as vertical fins during

the horizontal flight.

When the convertiplane 100 is in the horizontal flight

configuration (Fig. 4A and 4B) , portions 141, 142 and 143 of

the vertical wings 140 are aligned to each other, whereas the

two movable portions 112 of the central fuselage 110 are

substantially perpendicular with respect to the fixed portion

111. When convertiplane 100 switches to the vertical flight

configuration, the main wing 120 rotates about its

transversal rotation axis y and brings in rotation the



intermediate portion 142, the rear portion 143 and the

auxiliary wing 130 by the constraints imposed by the hinges

A ,B,C. At the same time, the two movable portions 112 of the

central fuselage 110 rotate about the hinge D placing as shown

in Figs. 5A and 5B.

This way, the rotation of the main wing 120, by the

kinematical chain defined by the hinges A , B and C , brings

in rotation also the auxiliary wing 130. In this exemplary

embodiment, therefore, it is possible to dispense the

actuator that brings in rotation the auxiliary wing 130,

reducing the weight and the encumbrance of the convertiplane

100.

Furthermore, in the vertical flight configuration the

intermediate portions 142 of the vertical wings 140 rest on

the ground, providing a support for convertiplane 100 and

avoiding the weight and the encumbrance that would be given

by a dedicated landing gear.

The foregoing description some exemplary specific

embodiments will so fully reveal the invention according to

the conceptual point of view, so that others, by applying

current knowledge, will be able to modify and/or adapt in

various applications the specific exemplary embodiments

without further research and without parting from the

invention, and, accordingly, it is meant that such

adaptations and modifications will have to be considered as



equivalent to the specific embodiments. The means and the

materials to realize the different functions described herein

could have a different nature without, for this reason,

departing from the field of the invention. It is to be

understood that the phraseology or terminology that is

employed herein is for the purpose of description and not of

limitation .



CLAIMS

A convertiplane structure (100) having a longitudinal

axis x and a plane n orthogonal to it, said structure

(100) comprising:

- a main wing (120) arranged to rotate about at least

one transversal rotation axis y ;

- an auxiliary wing (130), which is located back with

respect to said main wing (120), and arranged to

rotate about at least one transversal rotation axis

y ' ;

- at least two main propellers (220) located on said

main wing (12 0 ) ;

- at least two auxiliary propellers (230) located on

said auxiliary wing (130) ;

characterized in that said auxiliary wing (130) is

located at a vertical height bigger than said main wing

(120) ,

and in that two vertical wings (140) are also provided

located in such a way that the projections on said plane

n of said main wing (120), of said auxiliary wing (130)

and of said vertical wings (140) shape a closed polygon,

thus reducing the induced drag and increasing the

overall aerodynamic efficiency.

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein on said main wing (130) and on said auxiliary



wing (130) are located, respectively, at least six main

propellers (220) and at least six auxiliary propellers

(130) .

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein said main propellers (220) and said auxiliary

propellers (230) are located, respectively, on the back

of said main wing (120) and of said auxiliary wing

(130), said main propellers (220) and said auxiliary

propellers (230) configured to create a depression above

said wings (120,130) arranged to increase the lift.

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein a central fuselage (110) is also provided

connected to said main wing (120) and arranged to

contain a load and/or a crew.

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein said vertical wings (140) are connected to

said auxiliary wing (130) .

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein at least two elongated side elements (150)

are provided arranged to connect said vertical wings

(140) to said main wing (120), and wherein on said

elongated side elements (150) are located two auxiliary

fuselages (150' ).

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim



1 , wherein said vertical wings (140) are twisted in a

linear way in order to have on the lower basis the same

wing profile of said main wing (120), rotated by 90°,

and to have on the upper basis the same wing profile of

said auxiliary wing (130), rotated by 90°.

8 . The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein said main wing (120) comprises a fixed

central portion (121) and two movable side portions

(122) arranged to rotate, regardless of each other,

about two transversal rotation axes y .

9 . The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein said auxiliary wing (130) comprises a fixed

central portion (131) and two movable side portions

(132) arranged to rotate, regardless of each other,

about two transversal rotation axes y ' .

10. The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein said main wing (120) and/or said auxiliary

wing (130) has:

- an dihedral angle different from zero;

- an sweep angle different from zero;

- a taper ratio different from 1 ;

- a combination of the previous.

11. The convertiplane structure (100), according to claim

1 , wherein each vertical wing (140) comprises:



- a front portion (141) integrally connected to said

main wing (12 0 ) ;

- an intermediate portion (142) pivotally connected

to said front portion (141) by a first hinge (A);

- a rear portion (143) pivotally connected to said

intermediate portion (142) by a second hinge (B) and

to said auxiliary wing (130) by a third hinge (C) ;

said vertical wing (140) being configured in such a way

that, when said main wing (120) rotates about said

transversal rotation axis y , said front portion (141)

rotates integrally to said vertical wing (140) and

causes a rotation of said intermediate portion (142),

of said rear portion (143) and of said auxiliary wing

(130) by the constraints imposed by said hinges (A,B,C) .

The convertiplane structure (100), according to claims

4 and 11, wherein said central fuselage (110) comprises

a fixed portion (111) and a movable portion (112)

pivotally connected to each other by a fourth hinge (D) ,

said central fuselage (110) being configured in such a

way that, when said main wing (120) rotates about said

transversal rotation axis y , said movable portion (112)

rotates about said fourth hinge (D) in order to allow

said vertical wing (140) to bring in rotation said

auxiliary wing (130) by the constraints imposed by said

hinges (A, B ,C ) .
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